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Case Study: How Calgary Comic Expo Used AR 

The Calgary Comic & Entertainment Expo is a non-profit organization dedicated to 
promoting pop culture and the arts, including Comics, Sci-Fi, Horror, Toys, Anime, 
Cartoons and Gaming. 

Founded in 2006, the Calgary Comic & Entertainment Expo is a non-profit 
organization dedicated to promoting the pop culture arts, including comic books, 
sci-fi, gaming, anime, horror, cartoons and collectibles. Calgary is the second 
largest pop culture event in Canada with nearly 60,000 attendees and one of the 
fastest growing events in North America. 

Q. What Is the Calgary Comic Expo? 



Q. What problem were you trying to address with the use of AR? 
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“To promote the event and drive traffic 
to our website we worked with CBS 
Outdoor and e-axis (their AR partner) – 
to create a Transit Shelter equipped with 
an AR Transporter.  Two AR Transit 
Shelters were installed in downtown high 
pedestrian areas of Calgary in the 4 
weeks leading up to the event, and a 
third one was installed at the event itself.  

” 



“The campaign was executed over the 4 weeks leading 
up to the show, but we would recommend a minimum of 
3 months lead time. Time must be allowed for concept 
development, AR development/programming, app 
approval and testing.  

” 
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Q. What was kind or timelines were necessary for this campaign? 



Q. How much does a campaign like this cost ?  
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“AR development for iOS platform only of transporter room was approximately 
$10,000. This does not include the creative development and production of the 
transit Shelter creative or Outdoor space costs.  

” 



Q. What were your results? Did you increase engagement? 

“strong press coverage in market and online with immediate twitter activity 
following posting, 2,205 people downloaded the app, 556 shared their “transported 
image” on Facebook, 65,000+ views of the shared content took place, event sold 
out and the Transporter app was shortlisted for “Most Innovative use of AR in a 

campaign” at the June 2012 AR Summit in London, UK.  

” 
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For more information about adding 
Augmented Reality impact to your 
Outdoor campaign, please contact your 
CBS Outdoor Account Manager: 


